Embark upon a literary journey and multi-step writing workshop with
a focus on the intersections of genre and short creative literary
work as a means for storytelling, sharing, and communing with
nature. Stroll through the park as if on a journey to generate ideas
for your writing. We’ll write, share, and discuss each other’s work.
Come ready to get some earth on your boots and to tune in to
yourself and the world around you.

Experience the multi-layered mixed media process by creating portraits
of each other through drawing, painting, collage, and found materials.
What will we learn about each through the art process? Begin by
choosing a partner and creating a contour drawing of them from life.
Build dimension and alter the image with paint, paper, and elements
found in nature.

Take a closer look at how animals have served as symbols and
guides throughout history, coming to our aid when we’re in need. By
sculpting small animals out of clay, learn the meanings and powers
behind some of these historical animal figures and how they
inspired people of the past, such as ancient Egyptian, South Asian,
and Chinese cultures. Also learn more about your own connections
to animals and what special meanings they hold for you. Work with
air-dry clay.

Learn to fold a miniature zine (DIY booklet) from one sheet of paper,
then make it into your own awesome zine with words and drawings! As
we walk through the park, our curiosity - and Aijung, our awesome
guide from Open Space - will point us toward the inspiration that awaits
in our natural surroundings. Bird will help us weave our work together
with a theme. We will wander, write, draw, and come away with a
completed mini-zine full of rich details from our day.

Do your nighttime dreams fascinate you but you haven’t worked (or
played) with them much before? In this workshop, we’ll explore ways in
which dreams invite us to live their gifts. Learn tips to recall and record
your dreams, then play with dream-imagery through writing and
drawing. No previous artistic experience is necessary, and no worries if
you can’t remember your dreams - yet!

Step outside and learn the basics of botanical drawing at Maymont Park
with a focus on spring flowers and blossoms! Through close
observation, we’ll focus on botanical illustration techniques. Learn about
contour drawing, with an emphasis on proportion, perspective, and line
weight.

Sam Page was amazed by the discovery that they could print with the
sun. In their workshop, KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE, use the natural world
and urban landscape around you to curate and compile a visual journal
of experiences, feelings, and findings. What does it look like to work in
harmony with the sun?

